NEW!

PDQ LaserGlow Arch

Display an infinite number of colors and patterns while actively marketing your site 24/7!

Features of the LaserGlow Arch include:

- The Most Advanced Lighting Option in the Industry
- Infinite Colors and Patterns Available
- Higher Customer Visibility
- Increased Revenue

(920) 983-8333 | pdqinc.com
**Specifications and Exclusive Features include:**

- Over 1100 lumens for max total brightness
- Total 61 individually-controlled light segments
  Each segment can display over 16 million different colors. (24-bit RGB color)
- Current machine software includes over a dozen pre-defined dynamic and engaging multi-color fading/scrolling patterns, four user-customizable patterns.
- With 13 preloaded programs and 5 operator-driven programs, the colors can be selected that match your brand, holidays, seasonal promotions or even hometown sports team’s colors.
- When combined with inbay directional signage, the informative visual signals provide easy to understand guidance for your customers during the loading process.
- The LaserGlow Arch will not only get your wash noticed, but it will also allow customers to load faster, to create a more memorable car wash experience, and to ultimately generate more revenue.

**Improved arch rotation navigation:**

- New sensing system comprised of simple on/off digital proximity sensors
- Easier to troubleshoot & Increased tolerance of mechanical wear

**Enhanced arch-impact detection:**

- Provides impact-detection consistency
- Enables automatic testing of the impact-detection sensors

**Improved arch rotation drivetrain:**

- Larger 1/2HP motor
- Higher gear-ratio for improved torque and control of spray arch position

(Includes Patented and Patent Pending Technology)

For additional information please contact your Business Development Manager or local distributor.